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Abstract
In this paper, you will read about the entire sales process from open to close. The 7 main
steps involved in selling will be explored. These steps are Prospecting, Qualification,
Demonstration, Evaluation, Negotiation, Closing, and Nurturing (Freshworks, n.d.). There are
many variations to each label of these steps but the main idea behind them remains; to fully
understand the sales process, you must understand the concepts and objectives behind each step.
After describing the sales steps, you will also read about different techniques used in each
process described. The number of techniques available in each sales step is almost endless.
Every salesperson has their own idea and personal experience with many techniques. There will
be an abundance of these techniques explored and evaluated depending on the type of sale
attempting to be achieved.
Lastly, throughout the paper examples will be used to provide clarity for each sales step
and technique. These examples will often involve general life experience to explain the idea that
our entire life is a sale. This idea references the connection between daily life and the importance
of communication, body language, and persuasion. These are keys features in the Sales Process.
Keywords: Sales, Presentation, The Close
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Sales, The Process, Techniques, and It’s Application
There are over 158 thousand people employed in a Sales position in the United States
today. Without salesmen, the world would not go around. Goods and services would not be
distributed. The economy would come to an abrupt stop. Even in biblical times, the apostle Paul
spread the word of God. He could be defined as the worlds earliest documented “salesman.” As
much as the world has a distaste for anyone in sales, they also need those people to help spread
the “word” of goods and services to all.
Salesmen are crooks, they are liars, they’re only out for money, don’t trust them. These
are common assumptions placed on many salespeople today. It is the societal stigma that has
become to the social norm to accept. This stigma has, since its derivation, extended beyond
salespeople and blanketed itself on the population as a whole. It has become a social issue. For
example, a child sees a toy at the store, so they ask their parent to buy it for them. The parent
tells the child no and then the begging begins. Then the children are corrected for continuing to
ask and beg. These children are being taught to halt practicing a skill that will in turn help them
negotiate their way through life. The skill of persuasion, if used ethically and molded into a welloiled machine, can prove more valuable than almost any other lucrative skill out there today.
After all, the cultivation of little manipulators is not the goal. According to Gulliver Giles
(2016), “Sales is building a trust” and it’s with this trust that they can build their life’s foundation
through the art of negotiation via persuasion. If one can master this art, then they can master their
life.
The sale is defined as the exchange of something for money or the action of selling
something. When the close of the sale is occurring, a person has made the decision to exchange
their money for a certain product or service and proceeds with that action. That being considered,
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with each sale, there is a serious of steps gone through to make the sale happen. Sometimes the
steps are noticeable and clearly pointed out. Sometimes the steps are “hidden” in other practices
such as advertisement targeting after a consumer has clicked on a website that interested them.
At a later date, that same consumer may have an ad pop up on their phone or laptop that has to
do with that same product or service they originally showed interest in. That person will now
have a seed planted in their mind about the product or service and later they may see the item at
the store and decide to buy it. Once the purchase is complete, they close of the sale has occurred.
This is merely a simple example in a very complex and varied system. All businesses, whether
successful or not, usually consists of some sort of sales process or system within their business
model and this process consists of so much more than meets the eye.
There are four general types of business models in use today: B2B, B2C, C2C, and C2B.
1. B2B “Business to Business” – This business model is designed for companies that
sell products or services directly to another business. For example, a auto part
manufacturer will have a contract with an automotive company to sell the parts
directly to them. Dana Inc. is an example of a business that uses this model.
2. B2C “Business to Consumer” – This business model is the most familiar model
for most consumers. This is where a business sells directly to the consumer. For
example, consumers usually go to their local supermarket to purchase their
groceries. Wal-Mart is an example of a business that uses this model.
3. C2C “Consumer to Consumer” – This business model is all about one consumer
selling to another. For example, a person may have a car for sale so they park the
car in front of their home with a for sale sign and another person sees it then buys
it. Another way for this to occur is through a web-based service such as Facebook
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market place or Craigslist. They are simply hosts for the C2C business model in
this situation.
4. C2B “Consumer to Business” – This is the newest of the four models. Patrick
Ward of Nano Globals defines the C2B business model as the providing of value
to a business directly from the consumer itself (Ward, 2021). Examples of this
would be a blogger sharing advertising for a product or service during the blog.
Another example would be providing paid testimonials for a product or service to
a social media platform that helps the brand or product look good. This type of
model has gained enormous momentum in the market today as many consumers
rely on reviews of products as a basis to determine whether it is worth purchasing
or not. The problem with this model is the increasing false information that is
spread around due to financial incentive being provided to the contributing
consumer from the business itself. Nevertheless, this highly popular business
model is widely used. (B2B, B2C, C2C and C2B Business Models: What’s the
Difference?, 2020b)
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Within each business model, there is a sales process implemented and utilized by each
organization. The sales process, as defined by Zarem Plaksij of the online sales website Super
Office “is a set of repeatable steps that a sales person takes to take a prospective buyer from the
early stage of awareness to a closed sale” (Plaksij, 2021). Each business or sales team should
employ a sales process for many reasons. Ben Goldstein, VP of Marketing for the online sales
resource Nutshell, explains that a sales process provides structure and accountability. It also
leads to a higher win rate and shortened sales cycles, therefore it takes less time to close more
deals. It also creates uniformity within sales teams and presents a united front to the customer
(2021).
Goldstein provides information on 8 key advantages to having a standardized sales
process:
1. A clear path for sales reps to follow – it provides clarity and organization to the
sales steps and help diminish the existence of confusion among sales reps.
2. Faster onboarding of new staff – a standardized sales process gives a mapped-out
guide for joining team members to follow. When all other existing members have
learned this process, they can assist in the training process therefore relieving
some of the work load off the sales manager.
3. The ability to constantly improve sales methods – with an existing sales process,
data is continuously being poured into data bases that can quickly identify both
strong and weak points. This allows the sales team to focus on improving in some
areas while harnessing the strengths in the other areas.
4. Predictability of sales and revenue – being able to predict the approximate win
rate for a given number of leads allows the sales manager to set attainable goals.
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5. More qualified leads, increased lifetime value – A good sales process increases
the ability to weed out the bad leads and allows the sales team to focus on the
good ones. This will help eliminate wasted time on bad leads.
6. Improved communication between company teams – When teams are using
different languages to try to communicate between each other, information can be
distorted or even misinterpreted if it was provided at all. The implementation of a
sales process will help unify the language used between teams and different
servicing departments. This will speed up processes and reduce confusion.
7. Greater insight into sales team performance – By having a standardized sales
process, managers and analysts can track the performance and output of teams
and their members better. This will allow for managers to evaluate and guide the
team in a better direction or to filter out specific practices while focusing on
others that produce more.
8. A better overall customer experience – This key advantage has to do with the
entire sales process as a whole. Allowing the customer to walk through each step
of the sales process will ensure that all bases are covered and that allows the
customer to build a trust in the process and the company itself.
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There are 7 steps of the Sales process, and each are needed and important (Freshworks,
n.d.). The first step is finding your potential customer or in other words “Prospecting/Leads.”
Without this step a sales team would be dependent on all customers to come to them for goods or
services as opposed to the business itself scouting for the customers. The second step is where
the sales team runs a potential client through a series of filters that tells them if the lead is good
or in other words “Qualified.” This allows for efficiency when working these leads and
eliminates time wasted on bad leads. The third step is where a sales team prepares their speech to
give to the customer in order to convince them that this is the right product for them or in other
words “presentation.” The fourth step is where the sales team gives the potential buyer a chance
to preview the product or service or in other words “evaluation.” This gives the buyer the
opportunity to experience what their life will be like with the product or service. The fifth step is
where any objections given are addressed or in other words “negotiations.” The sixth, yet very
important step, is the point where the sale is made, and the buyer has proceeded with the process
to secure the sale or in other words “closing.” The seventh and final step involves actions taken
after the sale has occurred and delivery of the product or service is complete. A salesmen would
be wise to follow up with the customer and make sure they are happy with how the process
happened for them and help address any current needs or concerns. This step is called
“nurturing.”
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Sales Process
Step 1: Prospecting/Leads
One of the most recognizable uses for the term “prospecting” traces back to the late 19th
and early 20th century when the hunt for gold by an individual was popular in the United States.
These people were called “Gold prospectors” or miners. As it pertains to sales today, this is still
the same concept. In this step, a business or salesperson is “looking” for new customers just as
the gold prospectors were mining for gold. The new customer is essentially our gold, but only
after filtering them through the rest of the sales process that will be discussed later.

This is seemingly the easiest step in the sales process. However, it can be one of the
toughest. The act of finding a potential customer is easy. It is knowing how and where to find
them that becomes the task at hand. Many businesses have carefully designed and implemented
strategies in place that effectively generate prospects or in other terms customer leads. While
other businesses outsource to special companies whose sole purpose is to generate leads for a
cost.
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An older yet still widely used lead generating tactic in prospecting is cold calling or door
knocking. This type of lead generation can prove to be one of the most time consuming and
tedious techniques used. But it can also be very lucrative depending on the time and resources
available, such as teams of people hired to make calls or to go door to door knocking. There are
even companies that exist to cold calls for other companies, and they will do live phone transfers
of a interested person to the sourced company. An example of this is an insurance company
hiring a lead generating company that will make cold calls for them and when they get someone
interested on the phone, they will then transfer that warm lead over to the insurance company to
provide a quote. A variation between cold calls and door knocking can come down to the type of
product or service being offered. For a roofing company, a salesman will search for roofs with
damage or missing shingles before knocking on that person’s door. For an encyclopedia
salesman, it comes down to the luck of the draw with each knock. In general, this tactic is one of
the oldest ones known approaches in sales history but the success of those who use this proves its
potential benefits .
The vast number of lead generating techniques is endless. One seemingly dying
technique still used today is direct mail. This involves an actual letter, flyer, or post card to be
sent directly to a customer. This can be done on a complete random basis, or it can be a targeted
mailer. A random type of flyer could be something like a political campaign notice intended to
influence the reader to vote for them. A targeted mailer could be something like a Medicare
supplement policy solicitation sent to people who are 64 years of age or older due to their
upcoming eligibility for Medicare coverage. One that is most often seen in the mail is a credit
card offer that is designed to lure the person into applying for that card due to a prescreening
process that had been previously conducted. This usually comes from a person’s unknowing
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authorization for the sale of their personal information to another company. Although this type
of information sharing is common, it comes in many different forms and there has been a recent
push to ban this. A newer technique, to sending direct mail, that has found great success is to
personally hand write the customers information on the envelope the mailer is placed inside. This
is a method that the very successful roof salesman Adam Bensman, aka “The Roof Strategist”,
has stressed to his followers. He attributes a large amount of his success as a businessperson to
this lead generating tactic.
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A popular way to produce leads is through an information sharing tactic called tracking
cookies. Tracking cookies are used to document a computer users’ activity online. According to
information shared by Dennis Anon from Privacy.net, tracking cookies can not only track
browsing history but it can also track “search queries, purchases, device information, location,
when and where a person saw previous advertisements, how many times they have seen an ad,
and what links they clicked on” (2020). It’s through this tracked activity that a company is made
aware of a person’s desires or interests at that time. This same company can either sell this
information to another company for a fee or they can adjust their marketing towards the
customer in techniques called target advertisements. The largest advertiser on the internet today
is Google. Their presence is found in multitudes of websites due to paid advertising that is
distributed among users according to their tracked data. Google is found to use both of the two
main types of tracking cookies: Session and Persistent. A session cookie will only track data
during a single use session of a particular website while a persistent cookie will continuously
track data for an extended period. Sometimes a cookie will continue to track data until a user
clears their tracking cookies in their internet options. Either way, this is an extremely useful and
yet invasive way to generate leads.
One of the largest prospecting sales techniques used today involves social media.
Platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter generate more user traffic than most other
websites today. According to the latest statistics, there are over 3.2 billion social media users in
present day (Ouellette, 2021). Social media can use a vast variety of lead generating techniques.
It can track your search history, access your digital photo gallery, look for keywords in text
messaging and comments, and it can even access your devices microphone and listen to your
private conversations. There has been much controversy on this type of tracking in recent years
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and it is often a subject of debate. Fortunately, and unfortunately, this is a common tactic used
across a multitude of web-based platforms, not just social ones. As reported earlier this year by
Ivan Stevanovic, “Leaders in social sales attract 45% more sales than their peers and are 51%
more likely to reach their quotas” (Stevanovic, 2021). Whether a consumer likes this type of
tracking or not, the numbers don’t lie. This kind of lead generating prospecting produces more
sales than any other technique today.
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Step 2: Qualification / Assessing Needs
After you have found a potential prospect for your product or service, they must then
move on to the next step of consideration found in the sales process. This second step is designed
to determine qualification. By certain criteria-based filters, a determination is made on whether a
lead is a good fit for the product or service. If the lead does not have some or all of the
qualifications needed, then they will more than likely waste the time of the business or
salesperson which will slow down production. Some of the criterion considered are as follows:
1. Does this prospect have enough money to purchase this product or service?
2. Is this the right product for the customer? Will it fit their needs?
3. Is this the right time for the customer to purchase this product?
There are also many tried and true sales methodologies out there today. These
methodologies have been designed and used by companies for many years. Some examples
include:
BANT (As referenced directly from IBM, the developers, website) ((IBM | IBM Business
Agility | Solution Identification and BANT Conversation Guidelines and Recap Email
Formats, n.d.)
•

Budget = What is the prospect's budget?

•

Authority = Does the prospect have decision-making authority, or is she an
influencer?

•

Need = What is the prospect's business need?

•

Time frame = In what time frame will the prospect be implementing a solution?
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Another sales methodology is:
CHAMP. Champ is labeled as the newer model of BANT as it incorporates the
customers’ needs into the qualification process. (2021)
•

Challenges = Is the prospect facing a challenge? If so, what?

•

Authority = Is this customer the authoritative figure in this company?

•

Money = Does this customer or company have the budget for this product or
service?

•

Prioritization = Is this product or service the immediate need of the customer?

One other very popular sales methodology is:
SCOTSMAN. This extremely thorough methodology was developed and still currently
supported by the Advanced Selling Skills Academy (SCOTSMAN®, n.d.).
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•

Solution = Do I have a good solution to their problem?

•

Competition = Is there a bias? A preferred supplier?

•

Originality = Do I have anything unity that they need?

•

Timescale = Is the timescale achievable for us?

•

Size = Does it demand too much effort for its size?

•

Money = Is there a realistic budget?

•

Authority = Are we talking to decision makers?

•

Need = Is there a need and a justification for the project?

The SCOTSMAN has many selling points for it as follows:
It scores the sale to help avoid wasting time on loosing deals. Sale forecasting is
accurately conducted through scientific backed information. It accurately identifies the
needed input from the salesperson to win the sale quickly, otherwise, loose quickly. It
implements a timeline-based sales template replicated from top salespeople today. It also
gives sale feedback to team leadership in order to provide coaching points for future
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sales. In comparison to other sales methods, it entails a great deal of effort and
commitment for its potential success (SCOTSMAN® n.d.). That being said, it has the
potential to take a mediocre salesman to a great salesman if properly incorporated into
their business plan.
A popular sales methodology in today’s day in age is MEDDIC:
MEDDIC is a methodology developed in the 1990s by 2 men named Dick Dunkel and
Jack Napoli. This particular method is highly popular and widely used today. This method is
considered what one may call a checklist. Each sale will have a quality level assigned to it by
being processed through the MEDDIC methodology. This quality level is essentially a measure
of sale probability. The higher the quality the higher the possibility of a sale being closed. On the
contrary, the lower the quality, the less likely the sale will happen. However, MEDDIC, unlike
other methodologies, utilizes the unchecked line items in its Acronym, and provides sales
feedback for the areas of that lead that need attention and ultimately will lead to a closed sale.
As referenced by the Meddic Academy, (MEDDIC Academy, 2021), the acronym MEDDIC
stands for:
1. Metrics: Quantification of the potential gain and ultimately the economic benefit
2. Economic Buyer: Interaction with the person who has decision control on the funds for
the PO
3. Decision Process: Process defined by the company to reach the purchase decision
4. Decision Criteria: Criteria used by the company to make the purchase decision and
choose among options
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5. Identify Pain: Actual pains at the company which would require your product/service to
be relieved
6. Champion: Powerful & influential persons at the company, who are favorable to your
solution
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Step 3: Demonstration / Presentation
This is the step where a salesperson or team presents a product, concept, or service to the
potential buyer. A salesperson will have “qualified” the lead prior to the presentation step and
established that a pain point exists in the customer. A pain point is defined as the customers need
for a solution in a particular area. For example, if a customer has a 30-year home mortgage, and
not enough money in a savings account to cover the entire cost of the loan, they will want to find
a way to cover this cost if the unexpected happened. This need is the customers pain point. The
job of the salesperson is to now provide a solution for the pain point to the customer via a
product, service, or concept. A potential solution for the mentioned example could be life
insurance. Life insurance is essentially a conceptual idea or promise from a company that they
will pay out a specified dollar amount to an insured’s beneficiary after they are deceased. In
exchange for this promise, the insured will pay a premium to the providing company until the
insureds death resulting in a payout.

Something to keep in mind; while a lead may be lacking a particular product or service,
they may not identify the lacking product or service as a “pain” point. The product or service, not
currently owned, may be identified as a luxury over a necessity. While many products or services
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today are in all actuality luxuries, the ever-changing world has converted many luxuries into
perceived necessity. Thus, creating an economy with a solid foundation of luxury-based trade.
This has generated an abundance of sale opportunities for businesspeople today. The salespeople
in a business are merely tasked with finding the qualified leads and identifying the pain point in
that lead, but most importantly properly presenting the solution for the identified pain point. It is
at this point of presentation, that the potential buyer is deciding many things which will
ultimately lead to a sale or declination.
According to world renowned salesman, Jordan Belfort, there are 3 important things that
the buyer must be sold on in this point of the presentation. These three core elements in a sale are
called “The Three Tens” (Belfort et al.) First, the “ten” portion of this title is referencing a scale
from one to ten. The scale is measuring a customer’s certainty level ranging from 1 being
absolute uncertainty to 10 being absolute certainty. For example, if a customer is at a 10, then
they are 100% certain that this is the best product or solution for them, and they are absolutely in
love with everything about it. On the contrary, if the customer is at a 1, then they absolutely hate
the entire idea of the product or service and have no faith in it or its ability to provide any
solution to their problem. These measurements are thus applied to the 3 core elements of the sale.
•

Element One – The Product, Idea, or Concept:
This first element strictly refers to the solution itself whether it’s a product, idea,
or concept. The customer must be sold on the value that the solution will provide to
them. They must be certain that the product or service is right for them at the right
time and with the right price. It is the job of the salesperson to establish that certainty
in the customer.

•

Element Two – You, Trust and Connect with You:
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The second element refers to the customers certainty that “you” the salesperson
are to be trusted. This is a fragile element. As once said by Cynthia Ozick, a wellknown American short story writer and novelist, “Two things remain irretrievable:
Time and a first impression.” Everything about the salesperson or team will be judged
by the potential buyer. The vibes, the appearance, the eagerness, the tone, and the
body language of the presenter all create a level of certainty or uncertainty in the
buyer. The product or service may be the best thing, at the best time, with the best
price for the buyer, but if the presenter is not trusted then the sale is potentially not
going to happen. On the contrary, if the buyer is not at a certainty level of 10 on the
product or service, but they are at a 10 for the salesperson, then this “trust” could
assist in pushing the sale to the next step.
•

Element Three – The prospect must trust and connect with the company:
This is identified as the most important element of the three. A customer could be
sold on the product as well as be sold on trusting the salesperson, but if they are not
sold on the company itself, then the likeliness of the sale moving to the next step is
small at best. A customer needs absolute faith that once they are an owner of a
particular product or service, the company will back any guarantees or provide the
purchased service at the standard that was presented to them. If a prospect researches
a company, and finds terrible reviews from multiple consumer experiences, then they
will more than likely try to find the same product or service from another company.
Company reputation is important. No customer wants to give money in exchange for
something that was presented under false pretenses due to the originating company
providing poor customer service, cut rate manufacturing, or unfulfilled guarantees, to
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name a few. For example, from 1950-2018 there were 773 life insurance companies
in the United States (Statista, 2020). One of these companies was called Executive
Life Insurance Company and in 1991 it filed the biggest bankruptcy of any life
insurance company in US history due to bad investments and poor allocation of
funding. Obviously, this created a fear in any existing life insurance prospects on the
market at that time. It was then that it became apparent that more research was needed
to be done on any company that they may choose to take out a policy with.
The presentation itself has many different techniques and variations depending on what
kind of product or service you are trying to provide. Generally, there are certain items and rules
or concepts that should be used in each presentation. According to Suzie Downing of
Connoisseur Media, a presentation makes more of an impression when it is custom built around
the client’s direct pain points and needs (2019). A salesperson would need to go through an
extensive question and answers session with the client to gather appropriate information needed
to build the customized presentation. Downing shared five important guidelines to follow when
giving a sales presentation:
•

“The presentation should begin with a recap of the first meeting, redefining the core
goals.

•

The marketing objective and target consumer should be clearly defined.

•

The campaign should have a meaningful name that will carry out throughout the
presentation.

•

Note the specific products recommended to solve the business challenges and explain
how each product will be used collectively to achieve the end goal.
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•

Finish the presentation with a recap for the client about why the campaign is a true
solution for their core goals and challenges” (Downing, 2019).
There are literally thousands of techniques a person can use in their custom-built sales

presentation in order to make it better. It is highly advised that a salesperson studies and utilizes
a multitude of those tips and tricks. Anyone that doesn’t, runs a risk of losing money if they
don’t give a good presentation to a prospect. In an article written by Danielle Arad from Cloud
Share, a business acceleration company, she shares many tips that a salesperson can integrate
into their presentations to give it that extra edge (Arad, 2021):
(1) Social Proof – Social proof, as defined by Wikipedia, is a psychological and
social phenomenon wherein people copy the actions of others in an attempt to
undertake behavior in a given situation (Wikipedia contributors, 2021).
Originally, this phrase was coined by Robert Cialdini in his 1984 book Influence:
The Psychology of Persuasion. The general idea that others know more than
oneself drives this concept. Or in other words, “everybody’s doing it.” This is a
very dated cliché saying that is usually used when a person is being mocked.
However, it stands true that most people like to follow what the rest of their
generational crowd is doing. This is labeled as a social push towards trending
actions. For example, the latest research from Goodcarbadcar.com states, sales
were up 280% from 2017 to 2018 for the emerging popular electric car brand
Tesla (Cain, 2020). When a potential buyer knows that something is being widely
used or purchased, they experience an internal pull to be a part of the popular new
trend. This goes back to ego boosting and its highly desirable effects on
someone’s overall mental wellbeing. Validation, acceptance, and being “part of”
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influence a person’s decision on an emotional level more so than a technical or
practical explanation does. When a person gets on their social media account and
they see multiple posts raving about the newest Netflix show, the next time they
sit down in front of the television they will more than likely decide to watch this
show as well. The reason for this goes back to being a part of. When a person
watches the hottest tv show, buys the newest cell phone, or wears the latest
clothing style, they are attempting to keep up with the crowd. A common term for
this is “keeping up with the Joneses.” If a salesperson can demonstrate that the
“Joneses” or in other terms a social equal, already have the particular product or
service, then a prospect will be more inclined to buy.

(2) Tell a Story – It is not unusual for people to feel a sense of fear or stress when
they are the ones on the receiving end of a sales presentation. They have a lot
going through their mind; Is this the right product for my problem? Can I afford
this? Is this a good company? All the unknown factors create an emotional
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response in the body to mental questions that occur. Thus, creating an overall
stressful feeling. A way to help relieve that stress is to tell a story. When a
prospect is engaged in a story, their focus is turned towards the story and not on
their current state of mind. Jennifer Aaker, a marketing professor at Stanford’s
Graduate School of Business says, “Research shows our brains are not hard-wired
to understand logic or retain facts for very long. Our brains are wired to
understand and retain stories. A story is a journey that moves the listener, and
when the listener goes on that journey, they feel different and the result is
persuasion and sometimes action” (Reporter, 2014b). Science has shown that a
person’s brain will only utilize the language processing parts of their brain when
hearing data or simple facts. While it will also light up parts of the sensory cortex
in the brain when hearing a story or even a simple yet descriptive term (Paul,
2012). The sensory cortex is the part of the brain that lights up when experiencing
a real-life event. Therefore, if a person hears “satin dress” versus “dress” the
listener is more apt to “feel” the term as opposed to merely translating the term to
its literal definition. When a person is taken on a journey, they will feel a varied
emotion with each turn the “journey” takes whether this is verbal or actual
experience. This explains why story telling is so impactful on a person. The story
impacts the emotional side of a person, and it through the emotions that a person
becomes open to persuasion. The story can provide a way for the prospect to
emotionally connect the product or service to their specific need or pain point. It
can create a connection with the prospect as well as make them laugh. Grant
Cardone is a huge supporter of making people laugh or feel good when they are in
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a stressful situation. “People are more likely to make a decision when they
become less serious than when they are more serious. People will pay more
money this year for entertainment than they do for education. Why? Because they
want to feel good. If you can cause someone to laugh during the close, then you
will become unstoppable” (Cardone, 2021).
(3) Begin with a Few Questions – Salespeople are usually expected to have a plethora
of information about a product or service and regurgitate that information to the
prospect in hopes of selling them. However, a good salesman would know that in
order to fully understand the buyers needs and desires, they will ask questions. It
is through these questions that a salesman will discover the specific needs, pain
points, desires, budgets, time frames, and overall hope of the outcome of the
presentation that they are about to get. According to Michael Carter of the Sales
Strategy Workshop, some of the key things to determine with questions are:
•

What your prospect needs to make the buying decision?

•

What’s most important to them?

•

Will the prospect make the buying decision on price, features, benefits,
your relationship, or something else?

•

Are they the sole decision maker or are others involved in the buying
process? (…) (Carter, 2019).

Carters main concept behind his key points is to realize a salesperson doesn’t
know the answers to these questions without asking them so make sure they are
asked. Its when a salesperson finds out the answers to these questions, they can
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adjust the focus towards what the specific need is. That is only however, after
determining what that need is after asking the questions.
(4) 20 Minute Rule - According to the latest research, the average attention span held
by an audience member is approximately 20 minutes (Rehn, 2018). This holds
true for persons in an audience, one on one communication, as well as small
groups. A way to ensure that a prospect is going to absorb as much information as
possible is to fit your entire presentation in 20 minutes or less. Keeping the
presentation to a shorter time frame will also ensure that a prospect does not feel
like their time is being wasted. A quick way to lose the interest of a potential
buyer is to make them feel like their time is being wasted. The kiss rule, designed
by the US Navy in 1960, is a great way to keep it short, “Keep It Simple Stupid.”
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(5) Know Your Competition – Having a solid knowledge base of the other products
or services available on the market is key to keeping the interest of the prospect
within the salesperson organization. Prospects will often ask what sets the
presenters company apart from the competition. It is important to have not only an
immediate response but one that will give the prospect an overall sense of comfort
that they have chosen the right company to go with. The salesperson knowing the
facts and features that sets their company apart from the rest is important. The
same is true for the alternative. Knowing the key features and details about the
competitors will show the prospect that the presenter is knowledgeable about
other market availabilities. This will give the presenter an edge that can assist in
giving reason for the prospect to choose the company they are currently sitting
down with.
(6) Study Your Audience – In a report titled Importance of Audience Analysis from
Boundless Communications, it is important to know the audiences age, gender
education, religion as well as their values, attitudes, and beliefs. After knowing
these things, the presenter can find a way to relate to them, to find “common
ground.” It is through this common ground that the presenter should seek to
understand reality from the perspective of the prospect. If a person can “put
themselves in the shoes” of another man or woman during any situation, then they
will have compassion and understanding for another and can truly feel where pain
points may be in existence in the prospect’s world. The only way a presenter may
know how to put themselves in the shoes of another is to gather the needed
information in order to develop the understanding of someone else. There are
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several ways to gather this type of information about a particular audience such as
interviewing small groups, questionnaires, or simply reviewing previously
conducted studies of different group categories to name a few. There are also a
few practical benefits to consider when performing audience research. The first is
benefit is the prevention of saying the wrong thing. If the wrong this is said that
may offend or disagree with the audiences’ beliefs or culture, then the entire sale
is subject to fail at this point. Another practical benefit to the collecting of
audience research prior to presentation is figuring out what the appropriate
communication method and language to be used should be. For instance, a
particular lingo or “language” that would be understood at a roofing conference
seminar would differ majorly from the language used at a cosmetology seminar.
A general rule to keep in mind, no matter the language used, is to strive to keep
the amount of speaking time equal for each side of the presentation. This will help
continue to keep the salesperson in line with the customization of the presentation
towards the uniqueness of the audience at that time (The Importance of Audience
Analysis | Boundless Communications, 2021).
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(7) Allow for Question and Answer after – In a Question and Answer guide written
by Dom Barnard, featured on an online sales resource website called
VertualSpeech, he shares an abundance of information on the implementation and
importance of such sessions being incorporated into the sales presentation. Q&A
can help the audience understand the product or service better and help clarify any
misunderstood concepts involved. A way to prepare for the Q&A is not only
fully study the anticipated audience group type but to also understand the
workings and details of the product or service completely. With these
understandings, a sales team can anticipate the kinds of questions that will be
asked and how it will be presented to them. There are three different kinds of
Q&A; A session after the entire presentation is over; Allowing questions to be
asked during the sales pitch itself or allowing a mixture of to occur. Seemingly,
the more common Q&A incorporation used is the session after the pitch is over.
This is partly due to wanting to prevent constant distraction from the rest of the
audience and possible loosing of many others attention to address one.
Conversely, a sales team may allow continuous questioning throughout the
presentation in order to disallow any confusion or misunderstanding to continue
for the duration of the pitch. It is a good practice to keep the whole audience
involved when answering questions in the middle of the presentation. That way
the mass attention is kept within the pitch itself and not elsewhere. Answers
should also be brief but clear so time is not wasted on more detail than is needed
therefore restricting the number of other questions that can be asked. While
trying to be time efficient, a salesperson should also make sure to listen to the
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whole question before answering. Generally, the questioner not only likes to make
a point with the question asked, they also often end of changing direction of the
questions intent due to “thinking on their feet.” It is advised to “actively” listen to
the full question being asked in order to note the point being made and return the
missing data that was requested by the questioner. If the questioner intent does not
come across clearly, try repeating the question back in a rephrased sentence in
order to get clarity of the question. Once the question is understood Barnard gives
5 options for answering the questions:
(a) Answer – If the answer is known, provide a quick and efficient response and
move on.
(b) Reflect – Repeat the question back to the audience member and ask for
clarification on questioners’ intent of the question.
(c) Deflect – Pass the question to another team member who may be more
knowledgeable in the specific subject of the question.
(d) Defer – If the question is off subject, offer to speak with the inquiring
audience member more after the presentation is over. It may also be possible
that the question will be answered in a later part of the presentation after more
information is shared in the pitch. In that case, advise audience member to pay
attention in a subsequent segment of the pitch.
(e) Scope – The question can sometimes be relatable to the product or service, but
it can span beyond the scale of main purpose of the presentation at that time.
A salesperson should recognize the audience members inquiry as being valid,
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however, inform them that the particular inquiry is “outside of the objectives
intended for today’s discussion” (Barnard, 2017).

(8) Pay Attention to Personal Style and Nonverbal communication – The idea behind
the presentation itself is so much more than the simple re-telling of information
about a product or service. This retelling of factual information about a product or
service is appealing to one’s logical sense. For example, if a roof salesman comes
across a home that has missing shingles, they will present the idea of a new roof
to the homeowner based off of the logical concept that missing shingles will in
turn cause water leakage in the home. This logical information may be true to the
homeowner, but this is usually not enough to get the homeowner to agree to buy
an entirely new roof. A homeowner could be interested only in the replacing of
the missing shingles and leaving the rest alone. This is where a salesperson will
try to appeal to the emotional side of the homeowner. The salesperson is going to
be relaying a “message” through body language, tone, and applied timing.
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Jordan Belfort talks about the “Ten Core Tonalities” a salesperson should use
as well as their strategic placement during a sales pitch. Belfort reminds the reader
that “it’s your words that move a prospect logically, and it’s your tonality that
moves your prospect emotionally.” Emotional certainty is key in getting a
prospect to proceed in the sale. What a salesperson is doing when they are
addressing the emotional certainty in a prospect, is merely painting a picture of
what the prospects life looks like with the product or service, or in other words
“future pacing.” The goal is to create an internal pull in the prospect towards the
product or service after they have visualized their “new” life with the product or
service. Going back to the previous example, in order for a salesperson to
potentially created emotional certainty in the homeowner for an entirely new roof,
is to future pace the buyer into visualizing their home with the new roof as
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opposed to a few replaced shingles. Roofs fade and age over time, so replacing a
few shingles will show when one is looking at the surface as a whole. This new
roof will add to their homes value and the homeowners internal satisfaction of its
appearance and its renewed ability to withstand the elements and ultimately
protect the rest of the home. All of this information provided was a way of
guiding the homeowner into emotional certainty via the future pacing technique.
The use of tonalities and body language is key in both the logical and emotional
appealed presentation. It’s through tonality and body language that a salesperson
can take over a prospects inner monologue and guide it down the path that
ultimately leads to the sale. Belford’s Ten Tonalities are as follows:
(a) “I care,” “I really want to know”
-This tonality is based off of the idea that when speaking to a prospect, a
salesperson does not want to sound overly robotic or formal. The formal
tonality usually scares away prospects as their minds are trained to
immediately dismiss a person with this type of tone as they are only
interested in the sale and not them as person. A way to relay the idea that a
persons well being is generally cared about is to address them as a friend
as opposed to a complete stranger. The “tone” to have here is upbeat yet
concerned. Make sure not to sound overly upbeat. That could come across
as needy or possibly scary to the receiving party. A salesperson can ask
the overly used question “how are you?” But they need to sincerely mean
it when they ask and show that sincerity through their tone. The answer to
that question could also make a difference in how a salesperson goes about
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their next questions or statements. If a person explains that they are having
a bad day due to discovering a water leak in their home after a bad storm
the evening before, then a salesperson who is selling roofs could come
through with a solution to their problem at that particular moment. If
prospect presents their mood with the usual response “good” or “fine”
then it’s the continued tonality utilized by the salesperson that can make
all the difference.
(b) Declarative as a question
- When addressing a prospect on the initial opening statements, a
salesperson is usually inclined to introduce themselves, state the company
that they represent, and its location. It may surprising, but this is an
opportunity to utilize tonality in influencing the prospect. By phrasing
each of these “declaratives” as questions, Belfort explains that three
separate human desires are touched at the same time:
1. “To not be perceived as being out of the loop
2. To remember people we’ve met before
3. To appear generally agreeable” (Befort, 2021)
To further explain, if a person calls a prospect, and they state “Hello, my
name is Jennifer Hall, calling from State Farm, located in Mayfield,
Kentucky” they are simply giving factual information that the prospect
more than likely doesn’t already know. If the salesperson phrases each of
those statements with the implied tonality of it being a “question” as if to
state “right” at the end of each statement, then the salesperson has guided
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the prospects mind down a path of recall or in other words “search mode.”
The prospect is questioning whether they should know the person, or
business but they certainly should know the location if they are local. With
the prospect at least knowing one of the 3 components, the salesperson has
tapped into the “agreeable” human desire, and it could mean all the
difference in keeping them engaged in the conversation. The term used to
identify this concept is called “microagreement.” Its with this
microagreement that a prospect is hearing implied terms such as “right,
right?” at the end of each declarative statement. As long as the prospect is
in search mode, “their internal monologue is paralyzed from working
against you.”
(c) Mystery/Intrigue

- It is here that a salesperson will use a tone of mystery and intrigue when
explaining to a prospect why they have been contacted in that particular
moment. Belfort explains that when using the statement “the reason for
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my call today is…” a salesperson needs to lower their voice to slightly
higher than a whisper and also hang onto the “r” in reason for a second
longer than usual. The whisper tone will create the sense of the
conversation being a secret. When something is perceived to be a secret,
the mind instantaneously thinks there is a rarity to the information being
relayed. When a person believes there is rarity to something, they are
automatically drawn to it. This rarity is also known as “scarcity” and it
leads to the next tonality.
(d) Scarcity
- For some internal reason, when anyone has the belief that something
they want is in short supply, then they inevitably want that product even
more. The old saying goes, “people want what they can’t have.” That
applies to any tangible or intangible item, service, or concept. The idea
that something is desired so much by others that its supply has been
depleted, creates and even higher internal need for that product or service
in the life or mind of the originating person. It is somewhat of a primal
instinct to desire that which is also desired by others or something of
limited supply. As Belfort explains there are 3 different types of scarcity:
1. Verbal Scarcity – This scarcity is generated solely by the
words a salesperson uses. For example, a salesman can be
relaying information to a potential buyer and let them know
that a particular product type they are wanting is running
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low in supplies and it will be a while before that comes
back into stock.
2. Tonal Scarcity – This scarcity is when a salesperson
literally changes the tone in their voice to trigger a part in
the listeners brain that helps them “feel” the words being
used to describe a products scarcity. Such as a whisper will
make one feel the sense of hearing something that is a
secret, it will also double as creating tonal scarcity.
3. Informational Scarcity – This is a particular situation
where being considered “in the first to know loop” will
create a sense of urgency to move towards buying a
particular product. If a buyer gets informed that a particular
product or service they like is about to be out of stock for a
long time due to a manufacturer shutting down, then they
will be more apt to go ahead and proceed with purchase at
that moment.
(e) Absolute certainty
- this tonality is as simple as its name. It refers to the ability that the
salesperson has to portray that they have absolute certainty in whatever
information they are relaying at the time. A potential buyer is more apt to
feel good about a purchase if they feel that the person who is selling it to
them is 100% confident that the product or service is right for them. This
is not only relayed by using words, but also by how the salesperson
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implies full blown certainty to each thing being said, and this gives
confidence in a purchase.
(f) Utter sincerity
- In this tone, a salesperson is practically pouring their heart out to the
prospect. The salesperson has a tone that implies that everything that they
are saying is from a place of complete compassion and care about what it
means to the buyer. The salesperson will use a tone that ensures that the
buyer knows their intent is only to help them, not hinder them.
(g) Reasonable man
- Here, the tone used will give the listener the overall feeling of fairness.
In other words, the salesperson will use implications in their requests that
give the listener the need to provide something on their end. For instance,
if a salesperson raises their voice slightly, at the end of a statement, then it
implies reasonableness. When a person feels that something is reasonable,
they generally stay agreeable to whatever is being told or requested of
them therefore keeping them engaged.
(h) Money-aside
- This is a tone that refers to a point in the sale where the salesperson is
speaking to the prospect in a manner as if they are not a salesperson and
the listener is not proposing money for anything. They are simply
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speaking to the other person in a tone that implies, “money-aside” what
does the prospect think about the concept of this product.
(i) Obviousness
- This is where a salesperson implies that the features and advantages of
having a particular product are obvious. A salesperson might say, “since
we know that this product will make you money, lets also talk about how
it will secure extra benefits in the future.” The first part of that statement
implies obviousness.
(j) “I feel your pain”
- In using this tonality, a salesperson is attempting to unveil a prospects
pain points. While doing something like this, a salesperson will want to
keep a tone of empathy and concern. If they don’t, they run the chance of
sounding cold which can lead to anger and resentment in a prospect. This
would ultimately kill any chance of closing a sale. (Belfort et al., 2021)
(9) Remember that you – and your solution – are not the focus of the presentation –
Many people suffer from egocentrism. The false belief that one’s own world is the
center of the universe is a common suffering of the human population. The focus
of the presentation should stay solely within the limits of the “value proposition”
or in other words, what value does the product or service bring to the prospect’s
life (Arad, 2021).
For every sale, there will be varying levels of difficulty for each core element of the
presentation itself. If a customer is already an owner of a particular product or service and they
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would merely like to upgrade, then the first element, the product or service, already has a high
certainty level established. If a customer has already purchased from a particular salesperson,
then it is safe to say there is a previously developed feeling of trust between the buyer and seller.
If a buyer is already an existing customer for a particular company, or has purchased in the past,
then the certainty level will be high for the third core element of the sale, the company. Existing
relationships, past purchases, or previous ownership generates ease in what Grant Cardone, a
multi-millionaire entrepreneur in sales, calls “the second sale” (Cardone, 2018).

As Grant has said, “the second sale is the easiest money you will ever make.” With the
second sale, two of the three elements of the sale are already at a full certainty level. The
salesman and the company. It is now the responsibility of the salesman to raise the buyer’s
certainty level, on another product, high enough to create a confidence in owning this additional
product. This is where many salespeople are lacking. There is an assumption that once a buyer
has spent money on a product or service, they have fulfilled some sort of invisible requirement
on their end and the process has ended. When in fact, the existing consumers’ willingness to
continue to invest in additional products or services is higher than before the initial purchase was
made. This heightened willingness can either be applied to an entirely new proposal, or it can be
immediately utilized by the salesperson to add more product or service to the sale that is
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concurrently happening. Nevertheless, a good technique to practice in all sales is using the
existing rapport to ask for that additional sale.
Step 4: Evaluation
The average consumer is offered a free trial on a particular service prior to purchase more
often than not in today’s digital world. This sales method has become increasingly popular in
recent years due to the increasing use of online services such as streaming movies or music as
well as the use of digital platforms that offer premium features with paid usage. The purpose of
this step is to allow the consumer to get a peak at what their life would be like with the product
or service. This sales step can also serve a dual purpose by allowing others who weren’t already
leads to try the product and become a lead. Therefore, feeding the sales pipeline and keeping a
constant flow of potential customers.
There are different types of free trials or product evaluation available. Subscriptions, try
before you buy, limited or full access to digital services, just to name a few. Many of the
subscription services employ a controversial sales tactic called auto renew. This is where a
consumer is required to approve an automatic payment to the service provider if they do not
cancel the free trial before the trial period expires. In the past, many consumers did not realize
this was occurring when they entered a free trial period. This has been very controversial in the
past and has sparked some major changes in laws and regulations to include the implementation
of ARLs. According to an article by Michael P. Daly, Marshall L. Baker and Antoinette
Snodgrass, ARLs are state Automatic Renewal Laws, and each state has their own set of them
ranging from strict to broad and generalized (2018). Some state ARLs require the text to be bold
and clearly seen so it a consumer cant claim they were not aware of the auto renew stipulation
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placed on a free trial offer. In general, these laws are helpful in creating a trust in companies that
offer these free trials as incentive to ultimately purchase the product or service.

The list of benefits of free trials for consumers is almost endless. John Hall, a digital
marketing associate of the online sales resource Shane Barker, speaks about the benefits of free
trials offered for their company products to include:
1. Allowing the customer to test the product to reduce the fear of purchasing something they
do not like.
2. It produces sales leads that may not have existed before.
3. Its fairly simple to market considering the lack of commitment needed by consumers who
may be interested.
4. It can spark growth in the company as it quickly and easily spreads word around in the
market for the product or service.
5. The free trial will create a mental thought of ownership of the product which consumers
tend to find it hard to let go of things that they “own” (Hall, 2021).
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Step 5: Objection Handling/Negotiations
With almost every sale, a salesperson will be presented with objections before a customer
will agree to purchase their product or service. These objections are merely a part of the sales
process, and a salesperson will need to become familiar with these objections. It is key for a
salesperson to know how to handle these objections or else they will risk losing the sale all
together. If the sale is lost due to improper objection handling, then the salesperson has only
wasted their time and the time of the prospect.
A way to learn how to handle objections is by experience however this means a
salesperson will have to lose some potential sales in order to learn. A better way to learn how to
handle objections is to write down the many ways a prospect might deny, object to, or merely
stall the sale. If a person has had any experience in a particular field then they will already be
familiar with an array of objections to the sale. If not, then it is wise to seek out possible
assistance from others in the field.
Some common examples of generalized objections and responses that a salesperson may
hear are as follows:
•

“This is not a good time.”
o Response: “There is never really a good time to do anything that we do in life,
however it is suggested to go ahead and get it taken care of so it is one less
thing you are putting off.”
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•

“I need to think about it.”
o Response: “While it is a good idea to thoroughly think about something as
important as this, but also you have probably been thinking about this for a
while and the time to get it done is now, that’s why I am here.”

•

“I can’t afford it.”
o Response: “You can afford it if you really want it. You budget for other items
that you wanted such as that outfit or that car you drive, you can afford this
too.”

•

“I am not sure if this is the right thing for me.”
o Response: “Can you see yourself using this product everyday? Can you
imagine yourself using a different product and being disappointed in it? I can.
Trust me, it is the right thing for you.”

•

“I can get this for cheaper with another company.”
o Response: “I understand. There is usually a reason why another company is
cheaper than us. That reason is our product is superior to the competitors for
many reasons. Also, they competition doesn’t come with me.”

•

“I think I am rushing into this.”
o Response: “Taking that into consideration, I assume you have been thinking
about this for a while now or else you wouldn’t be talking to me today. I used
to do the same thing myself when it was time to get something I really needed.
Trust me, there is no better time than now.”
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•

“I feel like you are pressuring me.”
o Response: “That is never the intention. The only intention is to find a way for
you to become the new owner of this product since you are in need of it, and I
can see that.”

There are many great responses to multiple objections a salesperson may hear daily while
doing their job. The above examples are only a small portion of the suggested practice any
salesman or woman should go through often. If a person in sales can memorize many objections
and possible responses, then they have equipped themselves with the tools necessary to handle
unsure buyers that clog up their pipeline and slow down their sales cycle. The fears and anxiety
of the consumer market are a large part of the lack of willingness to follow through with
purchases for needed products or services. If those fears can be properly addressed, then the
salesperson has succeeded in their mission at that moment.
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Step 6: Closing
It is important to understand the difference between selling and closing. Selling is the
process of going through the sales steps that lead to the close or denial of the proposed
transaction. The presentation step of the sales process is where a salesperson will go through all
the details about a product or service with the intention of moving the prospect closer to an
agreement to exchange something of value for the product. It is not until a prospect has agreed to
make that exchange that the salesperson has successfully closed the sale. As Grant Cardone, the
great sales entrepreneur mentioned earlier, said, “if there is no close agreement, then there is no
real value exchanged (…) Therefore no reward is earned until this “critical exchange point” – the
close, occurs” (Cardone, 2021).
Referring again to Grant Cardone, in his book The Closers Survival Guide, he gives an
abundance of information on the importance of the close to the entire sales process. Without this
step, every step taken previously in the sales process was wasted unless a person is happy that
they were able to educate another on the details about their product or service. Cardone suggests
that a salesperson goes into the sale with thorough knowledge and wisdom about the product and
service but also about handling each individual close as if it were rehearsed therefore being able
to keep control of the process. Handling objections, insistence, and timely agreements are only a
few of the things needed to allow a salesperson to know how to manage the close properly.
Cardone goes on to highlight 20 major rules for the close as follows:
1. “Always be seated when negotiating and closing.”
2. “Always present your proposal in writing.”
3. “Always clearly communicate your proposal.”
4. “Always make eye contact.”
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5. “Always have a pen available for signing.”
6. “Know how to use humor to relieve pressure.”
7. “Always ask one more time!”
8. “Always have available an arsenal of closes so you don’t repeat yourself.”
9. “Always stay with the buyer and reduce the number of times you leave the
buyer alone.”
10. “Always treat the prospect like a buyer.”
11. “Always know you can come to an agreement.”
12. “Always maintain a positive demeanor no matter the response from the buyer or
for that matter, from your own management.”
13. “Always smile no matter the outcome, response, objection, or communication.”
14. “Always treat the buyer like they can!”
15. “Always acknowledge the buyer for any offer or communication they make.”
16. “Always agree with the buyer and never disagree.”
17. “Always look for a solution.”
18. “Care so much you refuse not to close.”
19. “Use the full arsenal of closes.”
20. “Always know that you don’t truly provide a service until you close!” (Cardone,
2021)
There can be many variations to each rule and its application, but the main idea is the in
the end is the same; to help achieve the goal of closing a sale. The salesperson intent is to
provide a service or supply a product to the customer that will ultimately bring value to the new
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owner’s life. If a salesperson can employ an arsenal of techniques to help provide this value, then
they can help assure the value is transferred to the consumer.
Section 7: Nurturing
This is a place that many salespeople or business fail in. Each closed/won sale requires
some sort of follow up and in many cases servicing. Depending on what type of product or
service is provided, the amount of nurturing involved can range from minimal to ongoing for the
lifetime of the product. When a business employs carefully planned out follow up procedures
and utilizes those procedures properly, then they are ensuring that the buyer will have confidence
in being a repeat customer for the future. When a business offers great customer service to a
purchaser and creates easily accessible avenues to reach that customer service, then they ensure
that the customer will not only be a repeat customer, but also will stay with that business for the
lifetime of the original product or service. It is important for the longevity of the company that
they care about the customer after the originating sale is complete. The consumer market now
finds itself in a world of connection. This connection allows for free flow of communications
between consumers and those consumers will always repeat their experience to another who is in
the same market. It is vital to ensure that the consumer experience is positive before, during and
after the sale is complete.
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In close, the seven step sales process is one of many sales processes available to use
today. The main idea of a sales process, whether 7 steps, 5 or 20, is to create uniformity through
a structured system within any business. Prospecting, or the search for people or businesses that
may be interested in a product or service, can be tedious and time consuming if not properly
done. Qualifying each lead will help filter out the ones that will only clog up a sales pipeline and
allow focus to be put on the leads that have a higher probability of turning into a closed sale. A
properly prepared presentation is a must have in order to relay all needed information to a
potential buyer. Not only is preparation important in the demonstration, but the strategic
presentation of the information provided is critical in making sure that the prospect interprets all
of the key information correctly. Allowing prospects to experiment or use the product or service
prior to purchase can do so much for a company. It helps alleviate the doubts and fears of an
existing prospective buyer, but it can also help generate new leads when undiscovered prospects
take advantage of free trials available. This can help fill the sales pipeline for almost any
business. With every sale there is a need for a salesperson who employs a complex set of
objection handling skills. Whether the consumer is an easy sale or takes intense bargaining to
convince, the negotiation step of the sales process is a major component to ensure is done
properly. Closing the sale itself is considered the value exchange step. A consumer has to agree
to trade something they have of value in exchange for something the business is offering of
value. Without this step, all other steps prior to that have been wasted. This can be considered the
climax moment of the entire sales process. It can be said that after finding a qualified lead, all of
the careful planning and preparation that has occurred, as well as the implementation of this
preparation, will now prove to be profitable or costly at the point of the close. What many
businesses fail to realize is the separated need for an additional set of skills in the closing process
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alone. All efforts to convert the lead into a paying customer are in vain if the salesperson is not
able to close the sale. After a successful sale is closed and a lead is turned into a customer, it is
important to nurture the sale and in turn the new customer. Checking in and making sure the
customer is satisfied with their new product or service will provide a peace of mind in the buyer
that will last well beyond the single purchase. This can allow for the creation of a repeat
customer and one who will help spread the word and generate more leads for the business.
Ultimately, careful planning, implementation, and execution of the entire sales process will help
generate and maintain successful businesses and its salespeople for generations to come.
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